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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses an ongoing research that is conducted to develop a framework that will support employers in making informed and sound decision in defining their requirements. The aim of this research is to develop an ontology-based, BIM enabled framework for EIR (OntEIR), it will examine the ability of this framework in capturing, analysing, and translating these requirements based on an ontology model. This framework will enable the project team to capture requirements and convert them to constructional terms understood by all stakeholders. It is the contention of this research that this process will save time, effort and cost, and will provide an informed basis for delivering a successful project that satisfies both the employer and the supply chain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The adoption of BIM concepts and workflows is increasing rapidly across the construction industry. A clear and comprehensive Employer Information Requirements (EIR) is considered one of the key components for a successful delivery of construction projects, using Building Information Modelling (BIM). Its importance emerges from the significant information it holds, which is critical for the delivery of the project that include the information to be delivered and the standards and processes adopted.

This paper proposes a radical innovation in assisting construction clients to define their requirements for a project lifecycle. It sought to develop an Ontology-based, BIM-enabled Framework for EIR, to support clients of construction projects in defining complete requirements. It harnesses advances in Requirements Engineering to produce a better quality EIR in terms of completeness, correctness and consistency.

A robust EIR is considered one of the key components for a successful delivery of construction projects using BIM. It includes requirements in three main areas regarding the project delivery which are: technical, management, and commercial information. For a construction client, EIR is essential to communicating information requirements as well as establishing information management requirements. EIR helps to review the contents of the tenderer’s BIM Execution Planning, confirming its completeness (BIM Task Group, 2013). EIR is the cornerstone for a successful project. The importance of OntEIR is derived from the fact, that defining adequate EIR is an important step in the forming of the BEP, which will have the most influence on the project outcome. Another key reason
for considering this system to be critical, is in its novelty in being addressed to main key players of the different disciplines involved in the BIM project, it seeks to provide answers and address questions and issues that will be of great importance for the formulating of the project programme for all disciplines.

It is necessary at this point to make a clear distinction between client and employer, which introduced by the PAS 1192. The employer is the legal entity named in the contract, and is responsible for procuring the asset (BSI: PAS 1192-2:2013). The employer could be appointed by the client, who is considered the body which incorporates the interest of the buyer of construction services, prospective users, and other interest groups (Kamara et al, 2000).

As suggested by Kamara et al (2002), types of requirements are:

- **Client requirements**: requirements of the Client, which describes the facility that satisfies his or her business needs. These incorporate employer requirements, developer requirements, user requirements and the lifecycle requirements of operating, maintaining, and disposing of the facility.
- **Site requirements**: these describe the characteristics of the site on which the facility is to be built.
- **Environmental requirements**: these describe the immediate environmental (climatic factors, neighbourhood, environment conservation, etc.) surrounding the proposed site of the facility.
- **Regulatory requirements**: building planning, health and safety regulations, and other legal requirements that influence the acquisition, existence, and demolition of the facility.
- **Design requirements**: requirements for design which are translation of the employer needs, site and environmental requirements.
- **Construction requirements**: requirements for actual construction, which derive from design activity.

However, there are yet another very important set of requirements, when dealing with BIM projects, which are “information” requirements. They require a great deal of attention in order to be able to achieve the full potential of BIM across the whole lifecycle, for the important information requirements and deliverables information it holds, which are essential to make strategic and operational decisions during the project’s lifecycle. Clear identification of Information requirements along with the project requirements and business requirements, is important for the delivery of a successful BIM project, in other words, a clear and comprehensive EIR is the basis of delivering a successful BIM construction project.

The process of elicitation, analysis, documentation, and management of Employer Information Requirements and communicating them to the various stakeholders is an important process in reaching a more comprehensive, correct and clear set of EIRs, which in turn will enable stakeholders involved in producing a more successful project with less additional cost and overrun. The process is called Requirements Engineering, and has proven its ability in delivering a better quality sets of requirements in product development industries, however none of these studies were EIR related.

This paper capitalises in advances in requirements engineering to produce a robust EIR for BIM projects.

### 2. SPECIFICATION OF EIR

EIR is an important document, if not the most important document in the BIM process in the construction project, the reason for that if for all the essential information it holds that are needed to deliver a successful project in time and on budget.

The development of EIR can initially be a simple process map, on which key decision points that will take place through the construction process are identified, this process map is to ensure that the solution developed satisfies the business needs and defines in very broad terms the information that will be needed to make such decisions. According to the BIM plan of work, identifying the EIR for the project is the main phase, due to its importance in setting out the information required by the employer aligned to key decision points or project stages, and thus enabling suppliers to produce and initial BEP from which their proposed approach, capability and capacity can be evaluated, see Figure 1.
Despite the various research efforts, the specification of EIR is still underdeveloped. In order to improve the specification of requirements, Kiviniemi (2005) suggested that it is essential to develop IT tools to provide some degree of automation for requirements management. However, the use of IT in that task poses important challenges, such as the difficulty of capturing both implicit and explicit requirements, maintaining information up to date, and storing different requirements from distinct stakeholders throughout the product development process (Leinonen and Huovila, 2001).

An ontology-based approach has the potential to improve both requirements elicitation and management. Indeed, ontology as defined by Gruber (1995) is a specification of a conceptualization; that is, ontology is a description of the concepts and relationships that can exist in the domain, this definition is consistent with the usage of ontology as set-of-concept definitions, but more general. The relationships of the concepts existing in the domain is seen through the hierarchy of these concepts, where a domain is fragmented into classes and each class into sub classes until the instances are reached which are at the lowest rank of the hierarchy in the system.

OntEIR is a framework that will incorporate Requirements Engineering methodology, and is formalised by Ontology. Even though Requirements Engineering (RE) is a branch of software engineering and software systems requirements, it has gained a great deal of attention in recent year for what it has to offer in elicitation, refinement, and analysis of requirements.

The aim of this research is to develop an ontology-based, BIM enabled framework for Employer Information Requirements (OntEIR), for facilitating the identification and representation of requirements for construction projects. It seeks to provide a holistic OntEIR tool designed to assist employers to capture their requirements, in a language that is understandable and easy to interpret, which leads to improved quality information requirements in construction projects.
3. BIM AND EIR

Several studies suggest the UK Government’s decision in mandating LEVEL 2 BIM for publicly procured projects by 2019, is to address the fragmentation and complexity of the construction industry (Latham, 1994; Egan, 1998; Cabinet Office, 2011). It is also reported that the UK government is willing to invest in smart construction and digital design by investing in people, in collaboration with the AEC industry, in reference to the report published by the UK government in 2013; Construction 2025 (Bataw et al, 2015).

PAS 1192-3 describes the ultimate purpose of the BIM process is to “provide information into the client Asset Information Model (AIM)” which should be “the single source of approved and validated information related to the asset(s)”. PAS 1192-2 states the start of the BIM process should be a “clear understanding of the client`s OIR and AIR” and that one of the “fundamental principles of level 2 information modelling is the provision of a clear EIR”. It defines the EIR as a “pre-tender document setting out the information to be delivered, and the standards and processes to be adopted by the supplier as part of the project delivery process” and that the “EIR should be incorporated into tender documentation to enable suppliers to produce an initial BIM Execution Plan (BEP)”.

EIR is the first step in the information delivery cycle of the construction project, as shown in Figure 2 below, and is an important element of project BIM implementation, in addition to being the guideline for the BIM protocol implemented through the BEP. EIR documents are designed to be included in the tender documents for the procurement of both the Design Team and the Constructor (Employer’s Information Requirements Guidance notes, 2013).

Although the UK government has provided a template for stakeholders for EIR, which can be found on the NBS website (https://toolkit.thenbs.com/), it is believed that a more client focused template is needed, as will be discussed in section 3.0.

3.1. Sources of Information for EIR

EIR is a pre-tender document setting out the information to be delivered, and the standards and processes to be adopted by the supplier as part of the project delivery process. (PAS 1192-2:2013).

The UK government has mandated that all public sector centrally procured construction projects are to be undertaken using Building Information Modelling (BIM) by 2016. Employer Information Requirements (EIR) is seen as central to deliver the BIM agenda. The successful and clear identification of the specifications of the employer and building requirements is an important if not the most important phase in delivering successful construction projects, and is referred to as is called Employer Information Requirements EIR.

Sources of information for EIR includes, but not limited to, three main sources, as discussed in PAS 1192-3, and illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2. Asset Information Requirements (AIR)

According to PAS 1192-3:2014, EIR is initially informed by information provided by the Asset Information Requirements (AIR). PAS 1192-3 Specification for information management for the operational phase of construction projects using building information modelling states that ‘...specific AIR shall be specified as part of a contract or as an instruction to in-house teams and may use data and information from the AIM relating to the asset management activities being carried out. The AIR shall also specify data and information to be captured and fed into the AIM. Where the activities relate to major works covered by PAS 1192-2, then the AIR will inform the EIR.’

PAS 1192-3 suggests that, ‘The AIR may start as descriptive text, but should then be developed into a digital plan of deliverables. The effort to complete this should not be underestimated.’

It sets out an example of possible Asset Information Requirements, based on guidance in PAS 55-2:2008 (Asset management. Guidelines for the application of PAS 55-1) and BS 8587:2012 (Guide to facility information management). This might include:
3.3. Plain Language Questions (PLQs)

PLQs are a powerful source to develop the EIR. These questions will be answered by the employer at specific stages to assess if the project is developing as required and can proceed to the next stage. In order to be able to answer those questions, specific information is required at these stages, in certain formats and in certain level of details, that will allow the employer to answer those questions. Plain Language Questions (PLQ) is an important source for defining the needs for each stage of the project.
delivery plan. The answers to these questions will be the high level needs for each stage, from which goals and requirements are derived.

An example of these questions can be found on the NBS website, which have been developed by the BIM task group. Those particular questions were found to be useful in this study, and were able to cover all construction stages, thus will be used as an assistance in developing the OntEIR framework.

Table 1 below gives an example to the PLQs suggested by the BIM task group, to be answered at the end of stage two; the concept design stage, the design must be able to answer these questions in order to progress to stage three. EIR should hold requirements that will assist the Project Team in delivering the required information.

The below table (Table 1) will give an example on how these questions will assist in deriving the needs for EIR for stage 2.

The outcome EIR should be able to define information requires by the employer to ensure the development of the project and the operation of the completed built asset. PAS 1192-2:2013, specifies that the EIR should include:

Items identified in the Table 2 also contain needs that should be satisfied with information requirements enable the construction team in providing a clear plan for the whole construction process, which will result in delivering a more successful project in less time and effort. Satisfying the need of EIR is the initial source of information for other important documents to come, and that will manage the construction process and make sure that it will be delivered in time and on budget, both items and their needs are shown in Table 2 above.

3.4. Plan of Work

The BIM lifecycle and digital Plan of work was represented in the BIM Digital Plan of Work and Assemblies document (2013), in which the BIM Task Group brought together a group representing a wide variety of institutions and organisations with a view to creating a coordinated plan of work. The plan of work represented in this document was based on a series of stages numbered from 0-7, and includes the whole project lifecycle. This plan begins with stage 0, which identifies the strategic need of the project, and continues through the operation and end of life stage, consisting of the following stages (BIM Digital Plan of Work and Assemblies, 2013):


Each stage should be able to answer plain language questions set for it, where the whole supply chain contributes in answering them, as shown by the Figure 4 provided by PAS 1192-2, which will allow transition to the next stage.

As the stage matures, so does the maturity of the data to be delivered at the end of each stage does, this is represented by both the level of detail and level of information of the data; the Level of Detail is the level of geometric information a model should exhibit and the level of Definition is the Level of data maturity a model data set should exhibit (Figure 5).

4. REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING

The aim of designing the OntEIR framework is to assist in producing successful construction projects, by defining a correct EIR at the beginning of the project. The Requirements Engineering (RE) methodology is a step change to assist in the development of a complete, correct and consistent requirements. In fact, Hooks (1990) argues that cost overrun and delays in software projects are mainly associated with problems with requirements, which are most of the time are incomplete, inconsistent, and incomprehensible. According to her, there are two main reasons for this problem: the inability to write good requirements, and the lack of understanding about the importance of these requirements.

According to Sommerville (2006), Requirements Engineering (RE) is a process that involves all the activities required to maintain a system requirement document. Sommerville describes four generic high level requirements engineering activities: the elicitation and analysis of requirements,
### Table 1. Stage two PLQs used to derive needs for that stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plain Language Question</th>
<th>Gives rise to Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage: Concept</strong></td>
<td>- Define LOD LOI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Define roles and responsibilities for BIM team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Define COBie requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Standards and guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How will BIM be managed and exploited in this project?</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is the concept design?</strong></td>
<td>Need to meet concept stage requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Does the design’s performance meet the portfolio’s requirements?</strong></td>
<td>- Early stage simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Meeting LOI LOD requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Early cost calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is the outline proposal for structural design?</strong></td>
<td>- Structural design should include simulation modelling for costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What are the output requirements from services systems?</strong></td>
<td>Zoning services of spatial requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can the services and structure be combined within the concept design in the available 3D volumes?</strong></td>
<td>Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can Bldg. Regs Part L and EPC requirements be met?</strong></td>
<td>Report on energy efficiency according to EPC guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can the client’s BREEAM or LEED objectives be met?</strong></td>
<td>The employer needs to specify BREEAM or LEED objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Has a method for measuring energy in use and CO2 emissions been incorporated into the design?</strong></td>
<td>A need for a Model derived schedule of metering facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is the preliminary cost estimate?</strong></td>
<td>- Identification of key items that will influence the facilities in use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Schedule of capital costs based upon aggregated quantity and rate take off from the model and an associated schedule of assumptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Whole life cost assessment based upon this plus in use simulation results and documented maintenance assumptions. (As per BS). Confidence level: design contingency of 20&gt;25%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. EIR items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Commercial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software platforms</td>
<td>Standards</td>
<td>Data drops and project deliverables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data exchange formats</td>
<td>Roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>Client strategic purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinates</td>
<td>Planning work and data segregation</td>
<td>Defines BIM/ project deliverables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of detail</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>BIM-specific competence assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Coordination and clash detection process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health and safety and construction design management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery strategy for asset information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
requirements engineering activity which is concerned with managing requirements change, see Figure 6.

Requirements engineering is a critical part of the development process. In the construction industry, Requirements Engineering refers to fully understanding the employer’s need and desire for the project, so that the end product of the building will be able to meet the expectations and fulfil the needs of all stakeholders involved in the project.

### 4.1. Employer Information_ Requirements Engineering

To satisfy the aim of this framework, which is developing a complete and correct EIR, the RE methodology is used as a novel attempt to support OntEIR in producing complete, correct and consistent requirements.

In the construction industry, some studies using RE are evident, Cooper at al (1999) used the definition of requirements engineering (RE) to be the interactive process that embeds the needs and requirements of project stakeholders. Where requirement engineering deals with customer, user and market requirements, design requirements, and technical requirements. Arayici, Amed, & Aoud, (2006) also discussed RE concerns in light of the goals, desired properties and constraints in systems that involve information technology, organisations and people.

OntEIR is an important solution for the integration and collaboration of processes and project team members. A comprehensive and clear EIR will have substantial benefits on the integration process in BIM projects. As suggested by this research, RE is necessary to develop user-oriented and a more practical EIR. Aouad and Arayici (2010) suggest that employing the appropriate requirements techniques will provide the following benefits:

- More practical systems
- Increased usability and ease of use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal information</th>
<th>Commercial information</th>
<th>Financial information</th>
<th>Technical information</th>
<th>Managerial information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Ownership</td>
<td>- Description</td>
<td>- Original cost</td>
<td>- Engineering data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Maintenance</td>
<td>- Function</td>
<td>- Operating cost</td>
<td>- Design parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- demarcation</td>
<td>- Details of supplier</td>
<td>- Planned cost</td>
<td>- Interdependencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Work instructions</td>
<td>- Lead time</td>
<td>- maintenance cost</td>
<td>- Commissioning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Contractual</td>
<td>- Condition</td>
<td>- Historical</td>
<td>- dates and data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>information</td>
<td>- Key performance</td>
<td>- maintenance cost</td>
<td>- Operational data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Risk assessments</td>
<td>- Performance</td>
<td>- Replacement value</td>
<td>- Finishes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and control</td>
<td>- targets or standards</td>
<td>- Downtime impact</td>
<td>- Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurements</td>
<td>- Non-conformance</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- criteria and actions</td>
<td></td>
<td>- outputs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- taken</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Criticality to the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- organisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Details of spares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4. Asset Information requirements**
Figure 5. The whole supply chain contributes information to answer the Plain Language

Figure 6. Requirement engineering process
The OntEIR approach is designed to guide construction clients in defining and specifying Employers' Information Requirements (EIR) for construction projects. The Requirements Engineering (RE) Methodology was adopted in the development of OntEIR. EIR researchers have had little or no focus on RE system development, which is actually important if we are looking to develop a more client-oriented and more practical EIR, and despite the increasing interest in EIR, there is any research to identify the best practices in RE in the construction industry.

In software systems, as described by Nusaibeh and Easterbook (2000): ‘RE is the process of discovering the purpose by identifying stakeholders and their needs, and documenting these in a form that is amenable to analysis

Another definition for RE is provided by Zave (1997): “Requirements engineering is the branch of software engineering concerned with the real-world goals for, functions of, and constraints on software systems. It is also concerned with the relationship of these factors to precise specifications of software behaviour, and to their evolution over time and across software families.”

These particular definitions were able to sum up the main reasons for using RE for this thesis; first of all, as it is with OntEIR, RE also highlights the importance of real-life goals and situations, which is crucial for the development of the OntEIR framework, because they answer the important question of ‘why’ and ‘what’ of the system. The second reason is the ‘precise specification’, which is the goal to be reached by the analysis and the validation of requirements. And finally, the dealing with the evolution and the reality of changing specifications and the need to re-use partial specifications in a changing world, is also an important aspect introduced by OntEIR, and is supported by the use of RE.

5. FRAMEWORK FOR DEFINING CONSTRUCTION CLIENTS' REQUIREMENTS

Despite the high importance of EIR, there are relatively few attempts to develop a comprehensive framework to assist clients to define their requirements. In an attempt to address this issue, NBS proposed the publically the BIM Toolkit. The BIM toolkit comprises a digital plan of work, a unified classification system, thousands of definition templates and a verification tool (https://toolkit.thenbs.com/).

The BIM toolkit offers Classification and Definition guides which is a single unified classification system that will work across the industry and a Digital Plan of Work tool, to define responsibility for information within a project and clarity as to who is responsible for each part and when. This toolkit is helpful with more experienced clients with BIM, who already know what information they need and when they need it. However, for less experienced clients, a need for a more client focused template/ framework that will assist them in defining and managing the whole construction process is still in need.

A recent study conducted by Hafeez et al (2016) which investigates a framework for delivering EIR in the Qatar construction Industry; “QEIR”. The study resulted in many useful recommendations and tips for delivering quality EIRs, shown in Figure 7 below.

Other several studies and on-going research projects investigate managing knowledge in construction projects delivery using BIM processes, such frameworks include the work of Liu et al (2013) in developing a Building Knowledge Model (BKM) approach, in which It integrated BIM and knowledge management to capture and reuse knowledge in BIM processes though the use of ‘knowledge+’ that helps connect BIM to Knowledge Management System, and the studies done by Konukcu & Koseoglu (2012), in which they developed the Building Knowledge Model, which integrates BIM into the construction supply chain to improve information flow and knowledge management between stakeholders throughout the project lifecycle.
Although the work on the previous studies have been of great effort, there is still a gap to bridge between the client and stakeholders, and the different stakeholders and project teams themselves, a more client oriented framework to improve the delivering of construction projects. It is clear that some developments are still needed to exploit the full potential of BIM.

OntEIR, requirements engineering knowledge- based methodology framework, formalised by ontology, and BIM enabled will capture, analyse, and deliver Employer Information Requirements in a more complete, correct and consistent way, which will improve the quality of the delivered construction projects, and reduce the overrun in time and cost.

Ontology and requirements engineering studies are not evident in construction, and more precisely in EIR, but there are researches on requirements specifications and requirement engineering in other fields such as systems engineering, for what it offers that field in improving the qualities of requirements, terms of correctness, completeness, and consistency, which will have great effects in saving time and cost (Kossmann et al, 2008; Kossmann and Odeh, 2010).

OntoREM is a semi-automated methodology developed for creating requirements specifications for systems in less time and at reduced costs, while improving the quality of such specifications (Antonini, 2014), due to what it offers in the elicitation of the domain knowledge field, and the analysis and validation of the needs, goals and requirements with relevant stakeholders and domain experts (Kosssman and Odeh, 2010).

OntoREM was initially developed to capture and manage reference knowledge and concepts in the domain of RE, which will result in the development of high quality requirements for any specific application domains (Kossmann and Odeh, 2010).
OntoREM (Ontology-Driven Requirements Engineering Methodology) is the product of a joint project between the University of the West of England and Airbus. OntoREM has been applied in case studies in both aerospace industry and space missions, and was a success in both cases (Kossmann and Odeh). OntoREM was able to help in developing quality improvements for the generated requirements specification, it assisted in generating about 100% additional project and system requirements (Antonini, 2014).

Due to the success of this particular framework in specifying and generating requirements in different kinds of projects and system, and the similarities it has with the proposed framework, being both RE Knowledge-based, ontology driven methodologies, OntoREM has been re-used and adapted in the creating of OntEIR.

6. METHODOLOGY

Well-defined EIRs will lead to the production of well written and comprehensive essential documents in the success of construction projects. Due to the large amount of stakeholders and domain experts involved in the collaborative process of the project, in addition to the many types of construction projects, ontology is considered the best option for this process due to what it offers in:

- Semantic heterogeneous description of requirements
- The ability to retrace requirements
- The ability to instantiate the framework to any construction project

In construction projects, and to ensure that projects are more employer-oriented; EIRs should be processed rigorously and coherently before the start of conceptual design. This should be done through a structured framework which provides for the definition, analysis, and translation of EIRs, into design specifications that are solutions neutral (Kamara, 1999)

To be able to form a clear an understandable brief by all part of the construction team, EIR should go through a process that begins with eliciting the EIRs in plain language, and converting them into constructional terms to be understood by all members of stakeholders.

The ontology introduced in the research will specify the concepts and relationships in the EIR domain. Ontology will facilitate the sharing of knowledge and understanding between relevant parties, by defining domain terminologies, vocabularies and relationships in the same way for all stakeholders. The Ontology introduced provides the common terms and vocabulary relations for modelling the EIR, where the ontology will lay the semantic understanding foundation.

The OntEIR framework aims at representing the number of concepts that construct EIR, and relations between the different inputs and outputs it, to reduce complexity, and validate the framework’s topics which will result in producing a clear and complete EIR. The term Ontology is actually of philosophical origins, and it refers to the modelling of existence (Gruber, 1995), “it defines a common vocabulary for researchers who need to share information in a domain” (Noy and McGuiness, 2000).

Being a language to represent the EIR framework, OntEIR will act as suggested by Gruber (1995), as “a formal description of the elements and relationships between the elements and relationships between them” within the EIR domain. Other benefits from using ontology will be in the application ok knowledge acquisition tools, techniques and methodologies as suggested by Cottam (1995), it will also assist in facilitating the construction of domain models, as discussed by Studer et al, (1998), and will pave the way for knowledge re-use across domains, as represented by Gruber (1995).

The EIR Ontology was developed for the purpose of representing the EIR Framework. Following Noy and McGuiness’s (2000), recommendations, this ontology was generated by amending and reusing existing ones, and in particular the OntoREM ontology discussed in section 3.0. The criteria for selection was according to Gruber’s Criteria for shared ontologies: clarity, coherence, extensibility,
and minimal ontological commitment, which were put for the intention of sharing knowledge and interoperation. OntEIR was developed according to the requirements engineering methodology, in which it comprises of two main domain knowledge: the problem space and the solution space domain. The aim OntEIR is to analyse the domain knowledge, help elicit requirements in the solution knowledge, and visualise the concepts and relations between the different concepts that lead into the specification of the requirements.

In addition, the structuring and decomposition of requirements in a hierarchal way can facilitate the understanding of tracing requirements (Kott and Peasant, 1995, Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008) which will be tracked easier with the use of ontology. To evaluate attributes of criteria as well as compare requirements of each alternative, it is necessary to use an appropriate data modelling and analysis methodology, hence, Ontology-based approach is adopted. This method is one of the fastest growing areas in the last several decades and it is used to support decision-making in challenges related to several disciplines (Chen & Nugent, 2009).

Ontology provides a shared and reusable piece of knowledge about a specific domain, and has been applied in many fields, such as Semantic Web, e-commerce and information retrieval, etc. More and more researchers begin to pay attention to ontology research. Until now, many ontology editors have been developed to help domain experts to develop and manage ontology (Li et al, 2005).

Due to the nature of this research in developing Ontology based framework for EIRs in construction projects, the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) was adopted. DSRM focuses on the creation of artifacts, rather than on the mere observation of objects or phenomena, it involves the creation of knowledge through design of novel or innovative artifacts and analysis of the use and/or performance of such artifacts along with reflections and abstractions to improve and understand the behaviour of the system.

The previous process was adapted to the development on OntEIR, the process includes information gathering through literature review to identify the problem space, which on this case has synthesised in the lack of systems or tools in the construction industry for Employer Information Requirements, that are comprehensive, consistent, understandable by all stakeholders and domain experts involved in the construction project, and has the ability to be instantiated to any construction project. An iterative process for reaching the final OntEIR framework is illustrated in Figure 8 below.

The framework described in this study aim to facilitate the identification, clarification, and representation of Employer Information Requirements in construction projects. The framework was evaluated with relevant stakeholders and domain experts in the field, the findings and results of this evaluation is extracted and elicited and thoroughly documented, which was used to improve and update OntEIR.

7. ONTEIR FRAMEWORK

The first stage of the study was to develop a conceptual framework. The proposed conceptual framework identifies the predominant research issues, which have significant implications on EIR, works in the EIR and construction field such as PAS 1192-2:2013, RIBA plan of work, and the EIR guidance notes were studied as reference to the OntEIR framework, this framework seeks to draw together existing research and to provide a foundation for future work in this field. Within each of these categories, a series of attributes are examined

The initial framework developing process goes through a series of stages that attempt to define functions, classify functions, and develop function relations based on the literature review previously conducted.
7.1. Generating High-Level Goals

Using mind mapping, the problem domain is elicited and analysed, the data visualized in the mind map is actually a representation of elicitation and analysis of requirements done with relevant stakeholders and domain experts via interviews. High level needs are formulated as result.

The visualization of the initial EIR framework is done through mind mapping that consists of all aspects of the EIR which are broken down to reach high level goals, this will help us in determining and generating requirements more clear and precise, and help the employer body in determining their more specific requirements and concerns regarding the project.

7.2. Requirement Specification

After reaching root goals in the goal hierarchy generated by the mind map, requirements are used where relevant. In case the requirements do not cover a root goal, then new requirements will have to be generated.
7.3. Requirements Testing
Goals generated from mind map will be validated with relevant stakeholders and domain experts in the construction industry.

7.4. OntEIR Workflows
OntEIR, adapts the requirements Engineering Methodology, which will cover a set of activities to reach the final EIR, these activities include what is shown in Figures 9 and 10.

7.5. Identifying Roles and Responsibilities
The OntoEIR approach adopts the Requirements Engineering Methodology process in eliciting requirements for EIR. The process starts by identifying the BIM roles and responsibilities. Identifying the responsibilities of each of the roles in the BIM project is essential to ensure these needs and requirements are satisfied completely.

Roles and responsibilities include the covering of the responsibilities of the following roles:
BIM leader, CDM manager, cost manager, design team, employer, facilities manager, information manager, lead designer, main contractor, project manager, specialist contractor, Architect, structural engineer, MEP, Q.S, Landscape Engineer, Energy consultant, each role has the responsibility of informing and/or consulting and/or leading and/or authorising, a certain responsibility. These roles and responsibilities are visualised in the min map below in Figure 11.

Figure 9. Establishing the domain Ontology for EIR Framework

Figure 10. OntEIR workflows, adapted from OntoREM workflows
Figure 11. Mind map visualising roles and responsibilities in EIR
7.6. Defining Lifecycle and Requirements Delivery Workflow

There are two sets of workflows represented in OntEIR, the first is the project lifecycle phases, according to the Digital plan of Work, discussed in section 3.1, and the other is the Requirements Delivery Workflow (RDW) which will feed in requirements for each lifecycle phase. The RDF is responsible of supporting the lifecycle phases with the requirements needed to produce a full and complete EIR, by defining full and complete requirements for each life cycle phase, Figure 12 illustrates the relation between the two workflow and their requirements.

The requirements delivery workflow (RDW) (Figure 13) consists of a group of activities and stages that will ensure complete coverage of the requirements for each lifecycle stage, these activities include:

7.7. Establishing Goal Hierarchies

This workflow consists of a group of activities that will enable OntEIR in identifying requirements and root goals elicited from high level needs, defined from multiple sources which include literature reviews, analysing PLQs, and inputs from domain exerts and stakeholders. According to the requirements engineering methodology, these activities include:

- Eliciting requirements, by breaking down high level needs into goals and root goals
- Analysing requirements, to look for any inconsistencies, conflicts, or duplication.
- Negotiate requirements, to resolve any conflicts or duplications found in the previous step
- Validate requirements, by validating goal hierarchies with domain experts and relevant stakeholders.

Figure 14 below shows a mind map for the establishing of goal hierarchies using OntEIR, where requirements are elicited from high level needs.
7.8. Test Requirements

Using tractability mind maps, elicited requirements are tested with a group of experts and relevant stakeholders. Their feedback is taken into consideration, in which an iterative process is applied until reaching the final set of requirements. Their recommendations included: the addition of more standards, the addition of roles and responsibilities, and the covering of security requirements.
After the iteration process is complete in compliance with feedback from validation process, a set of complete, consistent, and correct Employer Information Requirements are reached, that can be instantiated to any construction project.

8. FINDINGS

The Application of OntEIR framework on Employer Information Requirements resulted in specifying more precise requirements, OntEIR was able to cover all requirements needed in the delivery of a complete EIR, such as Asset Information Requirements and Organisational Information Requirements, in addition to all aspects of Employer Information Requirements. Specified requirements in the resulting EIR document are clear, with no ambiguities and misunderstandings including completeness and consistency. This document is the beginning point for a successful construction project that is able to meet the essential requirements, and be completed on time and within budget.

The following features contributed to the success of OntEIR in delivering better quality EIR:

- Stakeholder and expert contribution to the study assists in understanding the need in construction projects, which leads to defining better requirements in OntEIR to bridge the gap between clients and execution in construction projects;
- OntEIR is able to cover all aspects of a well and complete defined EIR as specified in PAS 1192:2, PAS 1192:3, and PAS 1192:5, in a clear and understandable form for both the employer and the project team.
- Hierarchy and tractability offered by ontology makes it possible for OntEIR to be instantiated for different types of projects;
- OntEIR is able to clearly answer the plain language questions and requirements that are to be met before moving from one stage to the other;
- OntEIR assists employers defining clear and adequate requirements, and at the same time will be easy to be interpreted by the design team and translated into building terms, and thus create better BEP;
- OntEIR saves time in specifying requirements for projects and gives excellent results in terms of quality and consistency.

9. CONCLUSION

This paper reported on the development of a framework that sought to help in the identification, clarification, and representation of EIR in construction projects. OntEIR process involved a series of stages designed to define functions, classify functions, and develop function relations. OntEIR was tested by a group of domain experts. It emerged that the proposed framework has the ability to cover the salient requirements for project delivery, including Asset Information Requirements and Organisational Information Requirements, as well all aspects of Employer Information Requirements. Based on the testing of OntEIR, it emerged that EIR document is clear, with no ambiguities and misunderstandings regarding any of the requirements, completeness, and consistency.
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